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Ada Boulevard Bridge over Wayne Gretzky Drive
Why is this rehabilitation happening?

- Last rehabilitation was in 1997
- Prolong service life of bridge
- Enhance user safety
What will the rehabilitation involve?

→ Replacement of the asphalt wearing surface with new fibre reinforced high-performance concrete
→ Replacement of the deck joints
→ Replacement of the existing sidewalk on the north side of the bridge with a wider, shared-use-path to match the shared-use pathway sidewalk to the west.
→ Replacement of the existing bridge railings to enhance safety
→ Removal and replacement of the existing bridge paint
Closure and Construction Timelines

→ Full closure of bridge from April – October 2021
→ Specific closure dates will be shared at: Edmonton.ca/adaboulevard
→ Signage near the site
→ Construction bulletin will be sent to residents
Access

- Access to residence and other properties will be maintained
- Special access (e.g., DATS) can be shared with project team
What is the detour during construction?

➔ Cross over Wayne Gretzky Drive at 112 Avenue for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians
Who can I contact about this project?

- **Webpage:** Edmonton.ca/adaboulevard

- **Project Manager:** Malika Ali

  malika.ali@edmonton.ca or 780-690-6055
Thank you

Visit Edmonton.ca/adaboulevard for project information